New Thought at
The Parliament of the World’s Religions
Melbourne Australia
December 2nd - 9th, 2009

New Thought Goes to Melbourne as a Unified Movement
All ten major New Thought organizations are collaborating to participate as a unified force in the Parliament of the World’s Religions 2009. This exciting evolution toward greater cooperation brings New Thought’s unique gifts to the international stage.

Join the Official New Thought Delegation for a Pre-Conference on December 2nd With...
Dr. Michael Beckwith, Dr. Kenn Gordon, Dr. Kathy Hearn, Dr. Barbara King, Dr. Blaine Mays, Dr. James Trapp, Dr. Mary Tumpkin, Dr. Frank zumMallen & New Thought Australia Ministries
First held in Chicago in 1893, the Parliament of the World’s Religions brings together the world’s religious and spiritual communities to a gathering where peace, diversity and sustainability are explored in the context of interfaith understanding and cooperation. At the Melbourne event, 8000-12000 attendees will address the most pressing concerns of humanity from the perspective of justice, harmony, and good will.

REGISTER
For NEW THOUGHT GROUP DISCOUNT, lodging reservations, travel packages, fares, tours, and the
DEC. 2ND NEW THOUGHT DELEGATE PRE-CONFERENCE
http://www.agnt.org/powr.htm
For more information: conference@agnt.org, or call (866) 821-3886

PRESENTATIONS AT THE PARLIAMENT
Attend two 90 minute panels with the leaders from all ten major organizations in the New Thought movement. Programs focus on transformative models for addressing critical world issues from a spiritual core at both the local and global levels.

YOUTH
The Parliament of the World’s Religions will deliver a program of youth-led topics, speakers, performers, educational opportunities, dialogue, and new friends. Daily Youth Sessions, Youth Plenary, Service Projects. New Thought youth interested in attending are invited to complete a free interfaith education piece together online in advance of their trip.

MUSIC
Our New Thought music team will be featured among the world’s traditional performing arts at PWR sessions and at the Sacred Music Concert in Melbourne.

EXHIBIT HALL
Guests from all religions and cultures will learn about New Thought at our Awakened Village exhibition space.